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THE FUTURE OF RESEARCH ASSESSMENT: 
PEER REVIEW VS METRICS



Effective funding & learning

Reward & recognition 

Career appointments

Strategy setting

Resource allocation 

RESEARCH ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION ARE IMPORTANT



CORE PRINCIPLES FOR RESEARCH ASSESSMENT 

o Integrated: M & E is a core component of funding 
process 

o Balanced & realistic: essential to remember the 
complexity & what you can/can’t measure & 
attribute (qualitative & quantitative data required)

o Proportionate: M & E should not detract from the 
research in first place



“Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; 
everything that counts cannot necessarily be counted.”
attributed to Albert Einstein
theoretical physicist, philosopher 
& author 
1879-1955



RESEARCH INDICATORS USEFUL BUT USE SENSIBLY



Common critique efficiency & productivity

Peer review is too 

resource intensive

Bureaucratic/burden on reviewers

Resource intensive: time (securing response) & cost

Division of labour: many stages

Long term sustainability

… takes too 

long/slows down 

research

Process takes too much time & prevents researcher from moving on

Source: adapted from RAND (2013) Alternatives to Peer Review on Research Project Funding
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR100/RR139/RAND_RR139.pdf

‘PEER REVIEW’ USEFUL BUT USE SENSIBLY (i)

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR100/RR139/RAND_RR139.pdf


Source: adapted from RAND (2013) Alternatives to Peer Review on Research Project Funding
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR100/RR139/RAND_RR139.pdf

Common critique effectiveness

Peer review is a blunt 

instrument

When is it best used? (e.g. ‘best’; excellent; merit; novel ?) expert review 

vs expert input? 

Generalist vs targeted

… does not recognise the 

‘best’ science

Is risk averse/’anti-innovation’

Does not favour multi/inter-disciplinary work

Does not favour applied/translational research

… is unreliable Hard to know if the ‘right’ peer reviewed (vs reviewers who responded)

Ratings vary between reviewers

Difficult to reconcile narrative commentary with quantitative ‘scoring’

… is biased Is gender-biased

Is age-biased

Plagued by unconscious bias & group think

Favours existing positive results?

… is unaccountable & not 

transparent

Open to cronyism

Anonymity can mask conflicts

‘PEER REVIEW’ USEFUL BUT USE SENSIBLY (ii)



Effectiveness: limits of scoring to select ‘best’ 



Source: Van Noorden, R. Nature (2015) Biochemist 
questions peer review at UK funding agency; 
Nature doi:10.1038/nature.2014.16479

Effectiveness: limits of scoring in decision

“... not every referee makes sensible 
comments …nor gives scores that match 

their written comments … the job of board 
members is precisely to moderate this. So 
looking at scores alone without context is 

likely to prove misleading.”
Prof Doug Kell, former Head of BBSRC (UK)



Effectiveness: bias - gender continued …

Source: Bornmann L, Mutz R, Daniel H. (2007) Gender differences in grant peer review: a meta-analysis. J Informetr 1:226 –238.
Pohlhaus JR, Jiang H, Wagner RM, Schaffer WT, Pinn VW. (2011) Sex differences in application, success, & funding rates for NIH 
extramural programs. Acad Med 86:759 –767



Effectiveness: other bias

Source: https://peerj.com/articles/1917/ ; 

Geography

Race & ethnicity

https://peerj.com/articles/1917/




Source: Digital Science (2016) What 
might peer review look like in 2030?

 Tailoring & selection

 Diversity

 Experimentation 

 Training

 Cross-publisher 
sharing/portability’/ 
efficiencies

 Recognition, credit & 
reward for reviewers

 Technology to improve 
effectiveness



HOW WE SHARE & 
TALK ABOUT 
RESEARCH IS 

CHANGING FAST
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Beyond journals: beyond articles

REINVENTING SCHOLARLY ‘PUBLISHING’







Beyond journals: beyond articles

Rethinking ‘authorship’ 

REINVENTING SCHOLARLY ‘PUBLISHING’



CHANGING CURRENCY OF AUTHORSHIP



20

THE DEMISE OF THE LONE AUTHOR



21

2,926 authors from 

169 research institutions!



22Nature 508, 312–313 (17 April 2014) doi:10.1038/508312a



Term Definition

Conceptualization Ideas; formulation or evolution of overarching research goals and aims.

Methodology Development or design of methodology; creation of models.

Software Programming, software development; designing computer programs; implementation of the 

computer code and supporting algorithms; testing of existing code components.

Validation Verification, whether as a part of the activity or separate, of the overall replication/reproducibility of 

results/experiments and other research outputs.

Formal Analysis Application of statistical, mathematical, computational, or other formal techniques to analyse or 

synthesize study data.

Investigation Conducting a research and investigation process, specifically performing the experiments, or 

data/evidence collection.

Resources Provision of study materials, reagents, materials, patients, laboratory samples, animals, 

instrumentation, computing resources, or other analysis tools.

Data Curation Management activities to annotate (produce metadata), scrub data and maintain research data 

(including software code, where it is necessary for interpreting the data itself) for initial use and later 

re-use.

Writing – Original 

Draft

Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published work, specifically writing the initial draft 

(including substantive translation).

Writing – Review & 

Editing

Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published work by those from the original research 

group, specifically critical review, commentary or revision – including pre- or post-publication stages.

Visualization Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published work, specifically visualization/data 

presentation.

Supervision Oversight and leadership responsibility for the research activity planning and execution, including 

mentorship external to the core team.

Project 

Administration

Management and coordination responsibility for the research activity planning and execution.

Funding 

Acquisition

Acquisition of the financial support for the project leading to this publication.



http://www.credit.org



Beyond journals: beyond articles

Rethinking ‘authorship’ 

Digitisation of research outputs & 
products

REINVENTING SCHOLARLY ‘PUBLISHING’



5500+ publisher members

Metadata store of 80m+ scholarly content items

Persistent citation linking

Funder identifiers

Data about content activity e.g. social, dataset links





Source:  https://scicrunch.org/resources



Beyond journals: beyond articles

Rethinking ‘authorship’ 

Digitisation of research outputs & 
products

Making connections: inter-operability

REINVENTING SCHOLARLY ‘PUBLISHING’





Beyond journals: beyond articles

Rethinking ‘authorship’ 

Digitisation of research outputs & 
products

Making connections: inter-operability

Understanding impact: access, use, 
re-use & impact

REINVENTING SCHOLARLY ‘PUBLISHING’



IMPACT: MANY THINGS TO MANY PEOPLE

Source: HEFCE (REF) 2014
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NEW WAYS TO ASSESS RESEARCH (& RESEARCHERS) 

• Quality & excellence

• Knowledge progression

• Attention/engagement

• Use & re-use

• Behaviours: funding, sharing, openness, peer review, 
governance …

• Potential impact upon the field

• Broader impact



EXPANDING TOOLKIT FOR RESEARCH ASSESSMENT
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Source: https://www.altmetric.com/details/2653335
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